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ABSTRACT  

The aim of this research study was to design and implement a distributed web-based file sharing and access 

control system that would provide users with an online storage and sharing platform and at the same time, with 

sufficient security means.  

The study was guided with three specific objectives and these included; studying and analyzing the current file 

sharing system used at Kabale University, developing a Web-based file sharing system for Kabale University, 

and to test and validate the proposed Web-based file sharing system.  

The general strategy of this study outlined the use of the Structured System Analysis and Design Methodology 

(SSADM) in the system's development life cycle. This model divides the system into two phases.  

System development tools used included; PHP Scripting Language as the server-side language and MySQL as the 

Database for the system. With this system, users can access their files in the server securely and concurrently. 

Sharing files is also protected by access control. Security, user - friendly and cross platform capability are the 

main purposes of the new Web-based File Sharing System.  

Future File Sharing systems should be computer-based, multimedia systems capable of including free text, 

high-resolution images, sound, full-motion video, and elaborate coding schemes. Such systems offer access 

(availability, convenience, speed, reliability, and ease of use), quality, security, flexibility, connectivity, and 

efficiency. In addition, future web-based file sharing should provide new functions through links to other 

databases and decision support tools. This will re-shape service delivery and improve technology to enhance on 

line sharing of data.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION  

1.0 Introduction  

This chapter contains the background on the use of Web-based File Sharing systems, the  

problems that exit and the objectives of this research study which can help provide correct and precise file sharing 

information. The chapter also highlights the significance of the project in  

terms of innovation and impact.  

1.1 Background of the study  

File sharing is the practice of distributing or providing access to digitally stored media, such as  

computer programs, multimedia (audio, images and video), documents or electronic books (Judge, 2010). File 

sharing may be achieved in a number of ways. Common methods of storage, transmission and dispersion include 

manual sharing, utilizing removable media, centralized servers on computer networks, World Wide Web-based 

hyperlinked documents, and the use of distributed peer-to-peer networking (Edmund, 2013).  

A web-based file sharing system typically allows an Administrator to set up their computer so that other people 

can access specific files on their computer (Voida et al, 2009). The system allows interaction and collaboration 

among administrators and normal users with similar needs and interests. Singh, (2010), states that "an 

Administrator is an authorized user who keeps track of all the uploaded notes and manages normal users as well 

through the admin panel. Through a web-based file sharing system, data security can be enhanced by setting up 

access controls that require login  

details".  

Through the proposed Web-based File Sharing System, teachers and students can create their accounts and start 

viewing files shared by others as well as upload their own files. Tt is a file sharing and management system which 

helps students and teachers to share their notes online effectively. This reduces the wasting of time in manually 

distributing notes to each individual. It greatly overcomes the lack of availability and converts the manual and old 

paperwork to a fully automated and managed online system (Swanson, 2011).  
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The Web-based file Sharing System provides files to everyone in a very secure manner and multiple users can 

work in this system at the same time under centralized supervision by the Administrator.  

1.2 Problem Statement  

The existing file sharing system at Kabale University is a semi-automated system which mostly requires the use of 

portable devices such as USB drives. This manual effort increases the risk of data loss and data integrity. 

Searching and accessing of particular information is time consuming as there is no centralized database from 

which needed information can be downloaded.  

Operational efficiency therefore is still lacking because of the manual paperwork involved 111 sharing and 

distribution of files. It is against this background that the researcher identified the need to develop a secure 

Web-based File Sharing System for Kabale University that will enhance data security and minimize use of 

portable devices thereby preventing loss of data and unauthorized access  

1.3 General Objective  

To develop a Web-based File Sharing system forKabale University  

1.4 Specific Objectives  

 1.  To study and analyze the current file sharing system used at Kabale University  

 11.  To develop a Web-based file sharing system for Kabale University.  

 111.  To test and validate the proposed Web-based file sharing system  

1.4 Scope of the study 

1.4.1 Content scope  

This research report was aimed at addressing the issues, impacts, and concerns that come with file sharing at Kaba 

le University. The study was limited to the objectives of the study.  

1.4.2 Geographical scope  

This study was carried out at Kabale University located at Ndorwa Hill, in Kabale Municipality, Kabale District.  

1.4.3 Time scope  

The study was conducted over a period of six months, from September to December, 2021.  
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1.5 Significance of the study  

With the web based file sharing system, files can be accessible from anywhere at any time.  

i. Users can register online and then is able to view, upload, and download files in a secure manner. 

Management of the system is centralized and controlled by administrator.  

11. The system has a provision of easy password recovery through email. Notes and file management are 

Department based. This helps reduce sharing and distribution time, increase reliability and operational 

efficiency  

12. This research study would work as a resource base for other researchers interested in this  

area, for example; Secure Web-based file sharing.  
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CHAPTER TWO  

LITERATURE REVIEW  

2.0 Introduction  

This chapter reviews the previous literature obtained from books, journals and publications in  

relation the objectives of the study.  

2.1 Overview of Web-based File Sharing Systems  

Online file sharing is an area that has attracted a lot of attention given the need for information exchange (Clarke, 

2013). The explosion in the growth of the Jnternet over the past several years, and the projections that the growth 

will continue at a similar pace, makes file sharing an even more important issue. There are however a number of 

problems in the already existing sharing mechanisms. File Sharing is described as the 'practice of sharing or 

offering access to digital information or resources, including documents, multimedia (audio/video), graphics, 

computer programs, images and e-books. It is the private or public distribution of data or resources in a network 

with different levels of sharing privileges' (Margaret (2019). The most common technique for file storage, 

distribution and transmission includes: Removable storage devices, centralized file sharing hosting server 

installations on network, World Wide Web oriented hyperlinked documents and distributed peer-to- peer networks.  

The aim of the Web-based File Sharing service is to enable users to store, access, share, and manage documents 

from all devices. The service unites traditionally separate applications such as workflow management, web content, 

intranet, extranet, personal cloud, business intelligence, enterprise social networking, and content management 

(Anderson, 2013). lt enables document management and collaboration to streamline access to relevant data. The 

platform is used as an information gateway that can be configured to operate on high-quality internet websites 

(Anderson, 2013).  

File sharing applications and services help users to share and receive multiple files from other computers or 

devices via Internet or a local network (Voida 2010). These solutions can be used to share various kinds of files, 

such as documents, videos, and images. They are mostly used to download media files from the internet, and in 

office networks to share project documents.  
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Web-based File Sharing Systems are intuitive and user-friendly file sharing and exchange systems built to help 

institutions effortlessly share and transfer files on any platform with ease. According to Swanson (2011), the 

platform has high security standards with various security features such as anti-virus scanning and 256-bit 

encryption, giving you peace of mind that your files are safe and sound. This web-based solution has no size 

restrictions for file sharing, allowing you to transfer and exchange huge files with ease (Niklas, 2014).  

It also integrates with various business systems such as office productivity applications, and much more. With its 

integrations, users can enjoy centralized access to important documents and effectively collaborate with concerned 

departments.  

The figure below illustrates fundamental dimensions of file sharing;  

Sender  

file  

Sharing Mechanism  Rcdplcnts  

 
traramrt Ue to re.,::,prent{1)  

examples email attachment, instant messenger  

person or group  

D  
Sender 
interprets 
information 
from system 
to know 
whether 
sh2ring has 
been 
successful  

shared location  

reAd, wnte  

place file in shsred location for access 

examples: hared folder, wcite  

Figure 1: Fundamental dimensions of file sharing (Source: Piolet Networks)  

Note that there is a distinction between two types of mechanisms: those in which the sender transmits the file 

directly to the recipient (e.g., email attachment), and those in which the sender places the file in a location that the 

recipient can access later (e.g. shared folder).  

Niklas (2014) describes this as "push-oriented" vs. "pull-oriented" sharing.  
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Note also that the desired set of recipients and rights, and the actual set, may differ: if these are in conflict, there is 

a fundamental breakdown in sharing. In other words, the sender wants to ensure that the right people have access, 

and that they can perform the right actions.  

Configuration errors can create conflict between the sender's intentions and the actual system settings. Similarly, 

updates in the environment, such as a change of team members or the addition of new files, can also create 

conflict, such that settings must be adjusted to take into account this new situation. Thus, having information 

about a dynamic environment becomes of  

central importance.  

Peer-To-Peer P2P is a set of protocols, IT architecture and a design philosophy with an emphasis  

on decentralization (Schader and Fischbach, 2003). Each node in a P2P network installs a single package which 

incorporates both client- and servertype code, so that each peer is able to issue queries and serve requests (Vu, 

Lupu, and Ooi, 2009). P2P is rapidly changing networking as we know it and is said to be the next era of the 

internet, as decentralization and resource pooling are increasingly being exploited to promote e-ciency and 

scalability in networking applications. In 2003, P2P le sharing applications accounted for 50% of the most down 

loaded applications on Download.com (Lee, 2003). Karagiannis, Broido, Brownlee, Clay, and Faloutsos (2003) 

estimated the fraction of P2P tra-c within the internet to be at least 20%, but since most P2P applications now 

allow for the use of random ports and are thus not detectable as P2P tra-c, the  

actual gure is likely to be much higher.  

One of the most signicant advantages of a P2P system is its abstraction and encapsulation of  

client, server and router roles. P2P creates an overlay, or virtual network comprised of logical links, built on top of 

but not structurally related to the underlying physical network. As functionality for client, server and router are 

contained in each peer node's implementation, P2P removes the need for a dedicated server. P2P overlay networks 

are able to form and change dynamically and spontaneously. Grid computing allows for geographically dispersed 

computers to contribute their unused processing and memory resources to others, addressing and making use of 

heterogeneous resource capacities in various machines. 1t is a form of parallel computing but dill ers from cluster 

computing in that in that each node contributes resources on demand to achieve a certain goal, while clusters are 

usually geographically conecntrated nodes acting together as a single entity (Kaur and Rai, 2014). Ganguly, 

Agrawal, Boykin, and Figueiredo (2006) propose enabling self-con guring virtual IP networks - similar to the the 

internet - built  
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on P2P overlays, allowing seamless access to Grid resources spanning multiple domains which are 

aggregated into a virtual IP network, isolated from the underlying physical network. Their technique, 

IPOP (IP over P2P,) utilizes P2P's self-con guring, scalable and fault-tolerant nature to achieve overlay 

routing without centralized administrative control and with acceptable latency  

overhead.  

2.2 Overview of the Current File Sharing Systems  

Observed that information sharing is a key ingredient for organizations seeking to remamn competitive. 

The understanding and practice of information sharing is becoming increasingly essential for 

organizations to stay competitive and boost portability. Research on supply chain management suggests 

that the key to the portability of an organization lies in the seamless supply  

chain.  

Secure information sharing among multiple agencies does not only provide basic support for 

classifying information, encrypting data, ensure interoperability, but also address the controlling 

access to resources to multiple agencies and adapting to different user profiles and interface. 

Information sharing and security in dynamic coalitions is a complex task, which manifests itself  

throughout the lifetime of the coalition.  

Reference [4] identifies the critical issues that arise during a coalition's formation, and in support  

of its day-to-day management and usage.  

Research on information sharing and social networks demonstrates that if information sharing is  

encouraged between and among organizational members, it is likely to lead to reduced product 

development cycle times and customer service response times, which could result in increased 

organizational productivity [5]. Sharing information using databases is often viewed as mediated 

sharing, since the database acts as a medium from which people later retrieve information. This requires 

organization members to exhibit responsible behavior in all their communications in order to contribute 

to the information exchange process. Organizational social structure is very important to information 

sharing among organization members. Users of information also need motivation to initiate a database 

search [5,6].  

Reference established a distributed information sharing model as well as investigated the technique 

standard support of the model. It was deduced that the expenditure of dealing with government 

information exchange and cooperation between agencies will be minimized by a raise in the 

potential and efficiency of agencies'  
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collaboration due to the secure e-government information sharing elucidations.  

Reference [8] examined the demands in integration, aggregation and secure sharing information to 

facilitate (International Journal of Computer (I.JC) (2016) Volume 21, No 1, pp 64-77) 

situation consciousness and response at the strategic level. On extraction of data from various 

independent systems, the system filters, integrates, and proficiently envisages information 

indispensable to obtain a general operational picture, by utilizing context-sensitive parameters. One 

considerable demand was to assist secure information sharing. Sharing of information prolongs to be a 

major complexity due to the data privacy and ownership concerns as well as owing to a widespread 

range of security policies followed inside various government agencies. Reference [l] presented a way 

to share secure information easily through modern Trusted Computing (TC) technologies which is not 

available with pre-TC technology. They have configured the PEI framework of pol icy, enforcement 

and implementation models, and demonstrated its applicability in inspecting the issue and generating 

solutions for it. The framework enables the deep investigation of potential TC applications for secure 

information sharing in the upcoming work. TC applications excluding information sharing as well are 

expected to be scrutinized.  

The existing file sharing system at Kabale University is semi-automated and mostly requires the use of 

portable devices such as USB drives. Operational efficiency therefore is still lacking because of the 

manual work involved in sharing and distribution of files. ln the current system, it is possible that the 

same information may be duplicated in different files.  

As technology has made the aspect of sharing information easier, so has it increased the difficulty of 

enforcing the aspect of protecting information in other areas of the country. Therefore, coming up 

with system for information/file sharing in organizations particularly Kabale University is the 

solution to Information sharing challenges that are existing currently and leading to the leakage, 

tampering and denying its correctness to the intended users in the institution.  

Problems that come with the current system include;  

 1.  Data Inconsistency  

 11.  Difficulty in accessing data  
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iii. Limited data sharing  

iv. Integrity problems  

v. Concurrent access anomalies  

vi. Security related problems  

vii. Not built for administration or visibility  

2.3 Design and Application of the Web-based File Sharing System  

Within this web application, anyone can browse it and download any file he/she wants, a client also can create an 

account with a username and password and then he/she will be able to upload files in addition to downloading 

them. The Administrator of the web application verifies the files before they are made available to users, the 

Administrator checks if the file is acceptable or not and then he decides to enable the file or not. The figure below 

shows a simple flowchart to illustrate the main function of the web application which is file upload.  

Upload file  

Enter your 

username and 

password  

YES  

hie uploaded 

successfully 

Save the file on server & save file info 

in the database  

Figure 2: File upload function flowchart  

2.3.1 Tools for Implementation  

The following are various tools/ software that were used for system development:  

PHP: PHP or (Hypertext Pre-processor) is an open source server-side scripting language- it is  
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platform independent, meaning it can work on all major operating systems. PHP supports many types of databases 

including MySQL and is supported by a large community of users and developers. PHP is an excellent choice for 

developing web based systems because it's an open source technology and has a large community of users and 

developers, this makes PHP a language that is easy to learn and understand, and furthermore coding solutions and 

bugs are resolved quickly. The fact that PHP is platform independent gives the developer the freedom to develop an 

application without worrying about the operating system on a user's machine. PHP has the ability to integrate with 

most web technologies thus it can be used as middleware.  

MySQL: MySQL is an open source database that is platform independent and can easily interface with a number 

of scripting languages- it works best with PHP though. Deploying a MySQL database has proved to be cheap and 

easy as it doesn't require special hardware or software requirements, it can work well on any web server but most 

professionals recommend the apache web server. MySQL is an excellent database to use when developing web 

based applications because its platform independent and can easily interface with a number of scripting  

languages.  

JAVASCRIPT: It is a low level abstract client side programming language developed for light weight browser 

systems. JavaScript was originally designed to reduce server side script run time execution. Compiled JavaScript 

code can run on most computers because JavaScript interprets and runtime environment exists for most operating 

systems including UNIX, Macintosh OS and Windows. JavaScript is a general purpose side programming 

language with a number of features that make the language well suited for use on the World Wide Web.  

HTML and CSS: HTML and CSS are languages used for front-end use to develop the graphical interfaces of the 

system. HTML is the main mark-up language for creating web pages and other information that can be displayed in 

a web browser. HTML is written in the form of HTML elements consisting of tags enclosed in angle brackets (like 

<html>), within the web page content. CSS- Cascading Style Sheets is a style sheet language used for describing 

the look and formatting of a document written in a mark-up language.  
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2.4 System Testing and Validation  

Testing refers to the process of executing the developed system in order to ensure that it conforms to the user 

requirements and that it is functioning correctly (Swanson, 2011). The goal of testing is to ensure the system's 

reliability and conformity to the user requirements. Tests are conducted to uncover errors and ensure that defined 

input produces actual results that agree with the required results. There are two major types of testing and they are: 

White Box Testing and Black Box Testing (Swanson, 2011).  

In this study the researcher opted to use Black box Testing because it focuses on the functional requirements of the 

software. Black box testing enables software development to derive a set of input conditions that fully exercise all 

functional requirements for a program. The figure below is an illustration of Black box testing;  

Black Box Testing  

In 'Block Box Testing we just focus on inputs and output of the 
software system.  

 

Output  
»+ow+to+  

\It The obove Slack ox can be any software system you want 
to test. For example: an operating system like 
Windows, a website like Google a DBMS like Oracle or even 
your own custom application.  

Figure 3: Black Box Testing (Source: Levin, K 2011, pg 40)  

It is necessary, therefore, to test the methods used and to make various practical preparations. Tests and pilot 

studies allowed the researcher to identify potential problems while developing the system.  
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CHAPTER THREE METHODOLOGY 3.0 Introduction  

This chapter constituted of Research Design, Study Population, Data collection methods Data  

processing and Analysis.  

3.1 Research Design  

The methodology used 111 this work is Object-Oriented Analysis and Design Methodology  

(OOADM). Analysis and Design methodology models the "real-world" requirements, independent of the 

implementation environment. The design applies object-oriented concepts to develop and communicate the 

architecture and details of how to meet requirements.  

3.2 Study Population  

This study targeted 14 respondents as figures of the study population to be obtained from the students, staff and 

system administrators of Kabale University. The students access the system through a web interface on fixed 

computers for those without android phones. System administrators access the system through a web interface 

which provides an administrative dashboard. Lecturers indirectly interact with the system through other systems 

which are integrated to the main system. The study involved random sampling for research data collection. The 

first stage involved the selected population of the study. Secondly the researcher identified potential respondents 

that included lectures and students.  

3.3 Sampling Techniques  

According to Kates, (2014), Sampling involves the selection of a number of study units from a defined study 

population. The Study unit is the group on which the observations are collected, for example, in this study; the 

researcher realizes that the population is too large to consider collecting information from all its members. Instead, 

a sample of selected individuals was considered hoping that it would be representative of the population. Following 

is the sampling technique that the researcher used:  

Random sampling: this is a probability sampling method that involves random selection procedures to ensure that 

each unit of the sample is chosen on the basis of chance. All units of the study population should have an equal or at 

least a known chance of being included in the sample. In this study, the researcher particularly used Simple 

Random Sampling (SRS): with this scheme of random sampling the- researcher used randomly generated numbers 

to choose a  
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sample. Initially, this requires having a sampling frame, and a I ist of all members of a population. The researcher 

then randomly generates a number for each element, using Microsoft Excel, and takes the first number of samples 

that is required.  

3.4 Data Collection Methods  

Data collection methods used include; questionnaires and interviews in order to come up with quality and 

representative information. Their details are as follows:  

3.4.0 Observation as a data collection method  

The observational research method is important for understanding people's actions, roles and behaviour. This 

method spans research models and qualitative approaches contribute to their focus on expected settings which allow 

the explanation of social processes and phenomena (Catherine W, et al 2011). In particular, they can facilitate 

understanding of what people do and how these can alter in response to situations and over time, especially where 

people find their own practice difficult to express. In this study, the researcher used qualitative and quantitative 

observational data collection methods because they contribute to theoretical and conceptual development and the 

explanation of social processes in prison's inmate management.  

3.4.1 Questionnaires  

A questionnaire is a research instrument consisting of a series of questions for the purpose of gathering information 

from respondents (Kates, 2014). A pilot study was conducted among different respondents at Kabale University and 

the questionnaire was pretested. After obtaining consent, the questionnaire was then administered to the subjects.  

Questionnaires were used because; they fetch a lot of information in a short time. They are also easy to handle 

because of being formulated in an easy language. They are helpful in generating reliable information since they are 

left with the respondents to fill on their own.  

3.4.2 Interviews  

The researcher also used interviews as a data collection method to establish grounds for accessing the acceptability 

and feasibility of the study and to understand the business environment with its associated needs by conducting face 

to face interviews with the respondents. According to Griffin et al (2009), this method helps to get more 

enlightenment on how the systems work due to the direct interaction between the researcher, controllers and actual  
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beneficiaries. In depth, interviews were conducted as part of the qualitative component to explore the perception 

of the stakeholders regarding web-based file sharing. The interview guide was pretested in a few participants and 

probes were built-in to enable the flow of discussions.  

3.5 System Design Techniques  

3.5.1 System development lifecycle (SDLC)  

During the whole process of developing the system, the researcher used the Prototyping Model where in case the 

requirements of the application are changed or modified, the researcher would easily go back and update the 

system. The prototyping model is applied when detailed information related to input and output requirements of 

the system is not immediately available. Tn this model, it is assumed that all the requirements may not be known at 

the start of the development of the system. It is usually used when a system does not exist or in case of a large and 

complex system where there is no manual process to determine the requirements. This model allows the users to 

interact and experiment with a working model of the system known as a prototype. The prototype gives the user an 

actual feel of the system.  

The development of the web-based file sharing system involved the following prototyping phases: Requirements 

gathering and analysis, a preliminary design or quick design, building the  

0  

prototype, User evaluation, Refining the prototype and finally Engineering the product in which  

the final system was evaluated thoroughly followed by routine maintenance for preventing large-  

scale failures and minimizing downtime.  
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Figure 4: Prototyping Model  

3.6 Data processing and Analysis  

Data processing involves checking all questionnaires and removing those which are not answered. All answers 

which lack clarity were excluded from the analysis. Analysis of data on the other hand is a process of inspecting, 

cleaning and transforming data with the goal of discovering useful information, suggesting conclusions, and 

supporting decision making. It is a process of engagement which involves organizing, accounting for, and 

explaining the data.  

Such explanation can be done in short, noting patterns, themes and categories (Anderson, 2013). Data analysis has 

multiple faces and approaches, consisting of diverse techniques under a variety of names, in different businesses, 

science, and social work domains.  

In this study, the collected data was analyzed through Statistical Package for Social Scientists (SPSS). With this 

method of data analysis, the information and data is summarized in a shorter and clear form. Data analysis in this 

research study was conducted during and after the data collection process to identify consistency of data across 

sample units.  

3.7 Testing  

Testing refers to the process of executing the developed system in order to ensure that it conforms to the user 

requirements and that it is functioning correctly. The goal of testing is to ensure the system's reliability and 

conformity to the user requirements. Tests are conducted to uncover errors and ensure that defined input produces 

actual results that agree with the required results.  

3.8 Ethical Consideration  

Respondents were assured of the privacy of their information, and that their identities would not be revealed. It was 

also made clear that their contributions would be voluntary and they would have ful I authority to refuse or to 

withdraw at any point in time if they changed their mind about participating. The purpose of the study and the 

expected outcome was explained by the researcher to the respondents before giving them the questionnaires. The 

participants were given the freewill to ask any questions and clarify any sort of ambiguity with respect to the 

wording and structuring of questionnaires before they would answer it, reducing the chance of faulty responses by 

giving the participants a comprehensive understanding of the study and its purpose.  
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3.9 Limitations to the Study  

Any research work inevitably is expected to encounter some basic limitations and this study is no exception. The 

researcher encountered various huddles including;  

1. The time frame for the completion of this research study was a major limiting factor which affected the 

general conduct of a comprehensive research.  

2. Literature was highlighted on the various concepts and aspects regarding file sharing practices. However, 

fewer studies have explored file sharing methods used in institutions. Literature on this topic was scanty, 

which made the current study valuable in supplementing literature in this area.  
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CHAPTER FOUR  

ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION OF RESULTS  

4.0 Introduction  

This chapter includes the presentation and analysis of data obtained from the field. ft presents the collected data in 

a more organized and summarized way. The chapter also involves the process of defining the architecture, 

components, modules, interfaces, and data for the system to satisfy specified requirements.  

4.1 Description of Respondents  

The respondents' demographic characteristics in terms of level of education and usage of web  

based file sharing.  

4.1.1 Education of Respondents  

Table 1: Showing the Educational Level of Respondents  

Option  Frequency  Percentage %  

Diploma  2  14.3  

Degree  4  28.6  

Masters  

,..,  

21.4  

3  

Other  5  35.7  

Total  14  100  
Source: Primary Data  

According to Table 1 above, respondents that had 'other' qualification constituted of the highest percentage with 

35.7% of the total respondents involved the study of access to information and promotion of human rights. While 

degree holders formed up 28.6 %, 21.4% for the master's holders and 14.3% constituted of respondents with 

diplomas. This implies that at least majority of the respondents in- this study were educated enough and informed 

about the file sharing  

processes.  
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4.1.2 Use of Web based File Sharing  

In order to gauge the general usage levels of file sharing, respondents were asked whether they  

had ever engaged in web based file sharing. Figure 1 below shows the results:  

Percentage Usage of Web Based File Sharing  

 

Yes 

No  

Figure 5: Percentage Usage Web Based File Sharing  

Respondents were asked whether they have ever heard about human rights and results show that 

77% had heard about human rights while 23% had not heard about the term human rights before. 

One can therefore conclude that the majority University staff and students engaged in to file sharing 

at any one time. However, this does not automatically translate into actual use of a web  

based file sharing platform  

4.2 System requirements  

To be used efficiently, all computer software needs certain hardware components or other  

software resources to be present on a computer. Most software defines two sets of system 

requirements: minimum and recommended. With increasing demand for higher processing power 

and resources in newer versions of software, system requirements tend to increase over time. It was 

therefore crucial to get users of the system fully involved such that user expectations are met. Users 

that would use the Web-based File Sharing System were approached during the study and were 

questioned what they expected of the system, and the following were the  

findings:  
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 1.  The system is able to aid the Admin track user behavior  

 11.  The system has a good interaction interface  

 111.  The system allows upload and download of files in a reasonable manner  

 iv.  The system stores, accepts updates, retrieves, deletes and edits data  

4.3 Functional requirements  

Functional requirements describe the functionality or services that the developed system  

performs.  

1. Authentication: User names and passwords are provided and these passwords shall be  

changed after a specified period of time. Users are advised on how to create strong  

passwords.  

u. The system accepts data from users through the use of interactive interfaces and forms.  

111. The system restricts access to unauthorized users and authenticates legitimate users by use of usernames 

and passwords.  

 1v.  The system gives the total required details of information stored in the database at any time.  

4.4 Non-functional system requirements  

Non-functional requirements pertain to system properties such as: reliability, accuracy, performance, security and 

maintainability. This system has the following non-functional requirements to operate successfully:  

1. Accuracy: The system has the quality of being accurate, correct or exact, that 1s;  

autonomy from mistakes or defects with exactness and correctness  

11. Maintainability: It stores records very well with no errors  

iii. Reliability: The developed system is able to perform and maintain its use on a daily basis, as well as 

unexpected circumstances  

iv. It is modifiable so as to fit future advancements  
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4.5 System Hardware requirements  

HARDWARE  MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS  

Processor  Intel(R) CPU and higher  

Memory  1 GB of RAM  

Hard drive space  250 GB  

Monitor display  102 4x 768 higher color-16 bit recommended  

Table 2: System hardware requirements  

4.6 System Software requirements  

SOFTWARE  MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS  

Operating Systems  Windows 7,8, 8.1, 10  

Database  MySQL   

Server  WAMP Server   

Language  PHP, JavaScript,  HTML & CSS  

Web browsers  Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, Safari  

Table 3: System software requirements  

4.7 System architecture  

System architecture is the basic organization of a system embodied in its components; their  

relationships to each other and the environment, and the principles governing its design and development. 

The figure below depicts the system architecture of the Web-based File Sharing System:  
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File server  

Requesting file  

./   

 
Receiving file  
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ma  
 

Requesting 

document  
Client  Client  

Figure 6: Architecture of the system  

4.8 Data Flow Diagram (DFDs)  

A data flow diagram shows what kind of information is input to and output from the system,  

where the data comes from and goes to, and where it is stored.  

Establish connection 

With the client  

Read  

Receive file form 

Client server  

Read X bytes  

rom the sender client  

 

Write X bytes to 

Files server  

Yes  

Completed the 

request  

End  

Figure 7: DFD for the system  
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4.9 Data Dictionary (Data inputs)  

Data dictionary is a set of information describing what type of data is collected within a  

database, its format, structure, and how the data is used. Data dictionary lists all data items 

appearing in the Data Flow Diagram (DFD) model of a system.  

The following figures below show the system's data dictionary for the web-based file sharing 

system:  

f .a  @Q ,N Q!(ZJ Qt  :;; gegg gg.  

0 Q loc:alhost/phpmyadm1n/inde.<.php1db=odss_db&tokffl=48eo3155230703b590fll8blbldffi3b5  

g Server: localhost » g Database: odss_db  

g structure gsQL. __ search pg Query pg export gimport operations gPrtvleges grog  
  'Dible •  Action  Records 1  Type  Collation  Size  Ovet1INd  

 Database  [ documentsIEgg A ji lX  InnoB utr8_general_ci  1.6 rs  

ods_do?) ") p oer»  ER S ji IX  • mno ut8_general_  14.s rs  

odss_db 2)  2table(s) um My18AM etint_swedieh_el 3.0 R  0  

 L Check An I Uncheck All  with selected: v I 
[ documents  .....  

@ROE0  

~ Prinl view II Data Dictionary rJC---~- ........  
 Name.[  ]Numberoeas.f]  

( (D 1 May be approximate. See FAQ 3.11  

Figure 8: Layout of tables in the database  

Users Table  

Name  Data type  Description  

id  Int(30)  Primary key  

firstname  varchar(200)  Stores student first name  

lastname  varchar(200)  Stores student last name  

contact  varchar(200)  Stores tel contact  

address  text  Stores physical address  

email  varchar(200)  Stores email  

password  varchar(50)  Stores password  

date created  datetime  Stores date of commencement  

Table 4: Data dictionary for "users" table in the system database 22  



 

4.10 Graphical User Interfaces  

The user interfaces consist of various windows that enable different categories of users to interact with 

the system. The forms were developed using HTML, CSS and PHP. Different forms were developed to 

enable users perform the following tasks:  

• Login for both Admin and students  

• Access to the document/files shared  

• Admin can add, delete and edit data  

• Admin can manage accounts, view total users and documents  

• Students can view, upload and download files  

4.10.1 Data Outputs (screen shots of the system)  

All inputs to the system are done through the various interfaces incorporated into the system.  

These interfaces have been designed with critical emphasis on enhancing user familiarity of the entire 

system and recoverability in case of any error that can be made in the system.  

Login page  

The caption below is the first page of the system that is used to ensure secure access to resources; the user 

provides a usemame and password to access the system.  

Web Based File Sharing System  

£mat 

I  

pored   

Managing accounts page  
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User list page  

      1• .... --1  
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'""''"  

•  ..  -  
,_,  
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.............. aim  1-·I 

  

--  
01127'5MJ  

-  --  
1--·I 

  ...........  ,,.._  

-  -  
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--  
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.. _,,.,.  --  

.. _  
1--1 

  

--  
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-  
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  .............  
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1--1 
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Download file page  
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*' 
¥Ali 

share This Document  

...........   
The two most common forms of a user interface have historically been the command-line interhe where 

computer corands are typed out line-by-line, and the gapohical user interface, where • visual environment 

(most commonly a WIMe) is present.  

Flle/s  

@ck the file to downi oad  

■
  
Uiel"lnteffac:es  

Sample Questions and Answers concerning user interfaces in computing.  
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4.12 Sample Code (user_list.php)  

<?php include'db_connect.php' ?> 

<div class="col-lg-12">  
 

<div class="card card-outline card-success"> <div 

class="card-header">  

<div class="card-tools">  

 
<a class="btn btn-block btn-sm btn-default btn-flat border-primary" 

href="./index.php?page=new_user"><i class="fa fa-plus"></i> Add New User</a>  

</div>  

</div>  

<div class="card-body">  
 

<table class="table tabe-hover table-bordered" id="list"> <thead>  

<tr>  

<th class="text-center">#</th> 

<th>Name</th>  
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<th>Contact #</th> 

<th>Role</th> 

<th>Emai 1</th> 

<th> Action</th>  

</tr>  

</thead> 

<tbody>  

<?php 

$i= I;  

$type = array","Admin","User");  

Sqry = $conn->query("SELECT ,concat(hastname,', ',firstname,' 

',middlename) as name FROM users order by concat(lastname,', ',firstname,' ',middlename) asc");  

while($row= $qry->fetch_assoc()): ?>  

<tr>  

<th class="text-center"><?php echo $i++ ?></th> <td><b><?php 

echo ucwords($row['name']) ?></b></tcl> <tcl><b><?php echo 

$row['contact'] ?></b></tcl> <td><b><?php echo 

Stype[Srow['type']] 2></b></td> <tcl><b><?php echo 

Srow['email'] 2></b></td>  

<tel class="text-center">  

<butt.on type="button" class="btn btn-default btn-sm 

btn-flat border-info wave-effect text-info dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown" aria-expanded="true">  

Action  

</button>  

<div class="dropclown-rnenu" style="">  

<a class="dropdown-item view_ user" href="javascript:void(O)" data-id="<?php echo 

$row['id'] ?>">View</a>  

<div class="dropdown-divider"></cliv>  

<a class="dropdown-itern" href=" ./index.php?page=edit_user&icl=<?php echo $row['id'] 

2>">Edit</a>  

<cl iv class="clropdown-divider"></cliv>  

<a class="clropclown-item delete_ user" href="javascript:void(O)" data-id="<?php echo 

$row['id'] ?>">Delete</a>  

</div>  
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</td> 

</tr>  

<?php endwhile; ?> 

</tbody>  

</table>  

</div>  

</div>  

</div>  

<script>  

S(document).ready function() { 

$('#list').dataTable() 

$('.view_user').click function() {  

uni_modal("<i class='fa fa-id-card'></i> User Details","view_user.php?id="+S(this).attr('data-id'))  

})  

$('.delete_ user').cl ick(function() {  

_conf"Are you sure to delete this user?", "delete_user" ,[$(this ).attr('data-id')])  

}

) 

}

)  

function delete_user(Sid){ start_load) 

$.ajax{  

0
  

url:'ajax.php?action=delete_user', 

method:'POST',  

data: {icl:$icl}, 

success:function(resp) {  

if(resp==l){  

alert_toast("Data successfully deleted",'success') 

setTimeout(function() {  

location.reload()  

},1500)  

} 

}

)  

} </script>  
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CHAPTER FIVE  

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK  

5.0 Introduction  

The Discussion, conclusions, recommendations and future work presented below reflect the most  

critical steps that the researcher thinks should be taken to improve the state of file sharing processes.  

5.1 Discussion  

Web based file sharing is an area that has attracted a lot of attention given the need for information exchange 

(Clarke, 2013). It includes the private or public distribution of data or resources in a network with different levels 

of sharing privileges (Margaret (2019).  

According to Anderson, (2013), the aim of the Web-based File Sharing service is to enable users to store, access, 

share, and manage documents from all devices. The service unites traditionally separate applications such as 

workflow management, web content, intranet, extranet, personal cloud, business intelligence, enterprise social 

networking, and content management. It enables document management and collaboration to streamline access to 

relevant data. The platform is used as an information gateway that can be configured to operate on high-quality 

internet websites (Anderson, 2013).  

The findings in this study revealed that respondents that had 'other' qualification constituted of the highest 

percentage with 35.7% of the total respondents involved the study of access to information and promotion of 

human rights. While degree holders formed up 28.6 %, 21.4% for the master's holders and 14.3% constituted of 

respondents with diplomas. This implies that at least majority of the respondents in this study were educated 

enough and informed about the file sharing processes.  

Respondents were also asked whether they have used web based file sharing at any given time and results show 

that 77% had used or engaged in web based file sharing while 23% had not done so before. One can therefore 

conclude that the majority of both teaching staff and students at the University have engaged in file sharing. 

However, this does not automatically translate into the actual usage of Web based file sharing.  
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5.2 Conclusion  

With the increasing usage of online file sharing platforms, the security of the currently provided  

services becomes a list topic among the users. Files are more easily shared however their confidentiality is also 

dropped. Some file sharing platforms allow users to download files without the need to input any password. The 

aim of this research was to design and implement a distributed web-based file sharing and access control system 

that will provide users with an online storage and sharing platform and at the same time, with sufficient security 

means.  

This research was therefore aimed at improving on the current file distribution services by the  

design and implementation of a Web-based File Sharing System.  

One of the major contributions of this work is the implementation of security access grouping and classification 

based on level and function of system users. The principal target of the research was to create a file sharing 

service that is both efficient and easy to use, eliminating any unnecessary complicated process and focusing on 

the satisfaction of the users of the system.  

5.3 Recommendations  

The increasing prominence of the use of technology in the file sharing arena poses predictable challenges for 

many lay users, especially people without computer literacy, cognitive impairment, or limited technology 

experience. The researcher therefore recommends the  

following practices and changes:  

i. The Ministry of Education and all stakeholders in the Education sector should collaborate to fund, 

regulate, and certify, data sharing applications and systems that integrate devices and management 

information technologies. As part of the certification process, they should require evidence that 

developers have followed existing accessibility and usability guidelines and have applied user-centered 

design and validation methods during  

development of the product.  

ii. All Universities/Colleges (with assistance from Ministry of Education) should improve  

their difficult event reporting systems to be easier to use, collect data that are more useful for identifying 

the root causes of events related to interactions with system operators, and to develop and promote a 

more convenient ways for lay users as well as professionals to report problems with file sharing services.  
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5.3 Future work  

Future File Sharing systems should be computer-based, multimedia systems capable of including free text, 

high-resolution images, sound, full-motion video, and elaborate coding schemes. Such systems offer access 

(availability, convenience, speed, reliability, and ease of use), quality, security, flexibility, connectivity, and 

efficiency. In addition, future web-based file sharing should provide new functions through links to other databases 

and decision support tools. This will re-shape service delivery and improve technology to enhance on line sharing of 

data.  
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APPENDICES  

APPENDIX 1: SAMPLE OF GENERAL RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE  

Dear Respondent,  

Thank you for volunteering to complete this questionnaire. Your responses are important and your thoughtful 

considerations are highly appreciated. The purpose of this questionnaire is to facilitate a research on the Web-based 

File Sharing System. The study is purely academic; therefore, all your responses received will be treated with strict 

confidentiality and will in no way be Jinked to you. The findings and recommendations are likely to be beneficial. 

Kindly answer these questions personally so that the researcher can be able to analyze the data accurately.  

SECTION A  

Background Information (Please tick appropriately) a) 

Age:  

24 years and below  
35-44 years  

b) Gender:  

Male  

  

25-34 years  

45 and above  

 Female  

  

 
c) Marital status:     

Single    Married    
In a relationship    Divorced    

Other (Specify)  ................................................................................................................................................. .  

2. What is your position at the University?  

····························································································································· ···········  
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SECTIONB  

3. What is your highest level of education qualification? a) Post 

graduate level D  

□
 
□
 
□
  

b) University  

c) Tertiary College  

d) Other  

4. Length of continuous service or study with the University?  

a)Less than three years D  
b)3-5 years  D  
c)Over 5 years  D  
5. Does the school employ any online platforms?  

Yes D  
No □  
6. To what extent has the University faculties and departments used the following online  

platforms? Use 1-Not at all, 2-Small extent, 3-Moderate extent, 4-Great extent and 5-Very great  

extent.  

Online Platforms  1  2  3  4  5  

Website       

Email notification       

Mobile applications       

Social media       

Video conferences       

Thank you for taking the time to respond.  
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APPENDIX 2: GANTT CHART  

Below is the program that summarizes the different components of the research project and how they 

will be implemented in a consistent way within a specific time span. In this project proposal, the 

schedule is presented using the Gantt chart. It is a planning tool that depicts graphically the order in 

which various tasks must be completed and the duration of each activity. The length of each task is 

shown by a bar that extends over a number of months that the task is expected to take.  

1Activity  Required Time (in months)  

•  
 JUL  AUG SEPT OCT  NOV DEC JAN FEB  

Feasibility 

study  

Data Collection  

Analysis  

Proposal 

writing  

Design  

Coding and 

validation  

Implementation  

Report writing  

Presentation  

 

Table 5: The Gantt chart (schedule of activities)  
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APPENDIX 3: BUDGET FOR THE STUDY  

 
ITEM  QUANTITY  

UNIT PRICE  AMOUNT  

 (UGX)  (UGX)  

1  Laptop computer  I  750,000  750,000  

2  Airtime  10 cards  2,000  20,000  

"  Flash drive  2  20,000  40,000  3  

4  Transport   50,000  50,000  

5  Internet bundles  20 hrs  l ,000  20,000  

6  Printing,     

 photocopying and     

 binding  1 ream  45,000  45,000  

 Stationery     

7  Miscellaneous   50,000  50,000  

TOTAL AMOUNT   918,000/=  975,000/=  

Table 6: Budget for the research study  
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